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Tired of being chained down to your computer? Hands hurt from hours of writing? Looking for a way
to dramatically increase your hourly word count?Want to write 1,000,000 words a year without
breaking a sweat? Sounds a little crazy when you say it out loud. However, this is easier to
accomplish than you'd think. Especially when using dictation for all your writing. Dictation has the
power to transform your life whether you're writing a novel, short story, blog post, or paper.
Whatever the outlet, dictation can help you increase your productivity levels. Over the past two
years, I've switched over to dictation and I went from writing about 250,000 words a year to over a
million words. If I really wanted to amp things up I think I could go even higher! The quickest way to
success as a new author is to pump out more quality books on a consistent basis. Many indie
novelists try and get a full 100k+ book out every 3 - 6 months. Using dictation you'll be able to hit
those goals with ease. You could release something new every month if you really felt inspired. So
what's the secret to getting all this done? Well, dictation on its own, while wonderful won't write your
book for you. You still need to build better writing habits and put in the work.Inside You Will Learn:
An Introduction to Dictation Types of Voice Recognition SoftwareFirst Starting Out With Dictation5
Way To Improve Your Writing While Using Dictation 20+ Tips to Improve Your Writing and Dictation
SkillsDictation Apps, Books & Resource Guide FREE Bonus Book Included!!And Much
More!Learning how to manage your time and be as efficient as possible is one of the main keys to
becoming a successful writer. Dictation will allow you to achieve that and much more! Don't Delay.
Download This Book Now.
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I can't believe I only started using dictation this week, all the time I wasted since this technology
became available, it's unbelievable.I really liked how to book broke down how to use this technology
and I am actually using dictation to write this review!The book also lists many different resources
that could help you get started with dictation.Dictation just saves so much time â€“ if you write a lot
of emails, texts and documents I highly recommend start using dictation.Takes some time getting
used to the punctuation but once you get the hang of it it's totally worth it.Get this book if you want
or if you think you want to start using dictation. It would give you a great overview of the subject.

This book is so concise and informative. First, the author outlined the benefits of dictating instead of
typing then he proceeded in giving the tips and tricks in dictation. What I love about it most is the
fact that he gave a lot of resources which you will really find useful! I know I won't be able to write a
million words in a year since I only work as a part-time freelance writer (being a teacher is a tough
job), but the knowledge will come in handy someday. Great book.PS: I also love the 2 bonus books
:)

My husband and I both write fiction, and he recently began using Dragon software to dictate. This
book is a nice companion for that software. If you're the kind of person who's more comfortable
"telling" stories than typing them, you can significantly increase your productivity by using it and
similar products. As for me, I'll stick to typing, but I highly recommend this book to those who plan to
use dictation in their writing. It covers everything you need to know.Side note: The book also comes
with quite a bit of bonus material. Free stuff! Woohoo!

Dictation is a big help for those people who couldnâ€™t handle lengthy sessions at the keyboard on
a daily basis. I find this activity useful to spend less time in writing especially in todayâ€™s
fast-paced age. Since not everyone is familiar on how this thing works, a guide book is best

recommended. This one I got is good, the methods are reliable. Voice dictation software was also
introduced in this book. This technology allows you to write hands-free and it is simply wonderful.
This is an excellent reference.

What I liked especially about this well-written guide is it explains in detail how to use voice dictation
technology, and also the great tips on dictation apps and resources; this information alone is worth
reading the book. There are also some good lessons on how to increase your productivity levels.
Nowadays dictation software allows writers to write hand-free. This is a well-structured guide book
who wants to learn more about cutting edge technology when it comes to dictation

I began looking into dictation for several reasons. Like many people, I have experienced back
problems which make it hard to sit at a computer and write all day. Iâ€™ve also had trouble keeping
weight off since becoming a full-time writer. There, said it! I found this book to be extremely helpful
and informative. The insider tips were awesome, and it covers every technical aspect from finding
the best microphones, going wireless, and training your dragon. If you do a lot of writing and are
interested in how to be more productive, I would recommend picking up this book.

Many writers would really agree on this book. The author is totally produces a comprehensive and
informative book. It really won't be waste of your time and investment to take this book. Well, take it
by heart this will help a lot. A million of words a year is not impossible only if you got the right
ingredients to your writing skills.And take every tips and techniques on this dictation book it will
surely give you an easier and productive way.See for you self take advantage of the technology and
your time.

Goes over the advantages of dictation over traditional writing. Then, it shows all of the different
softwares and which is more preferable. Finally, it provides links to all the equipments needed for
voice recording. Includes a bonus book at the end about making money online. I might try out
writing through dictation. I wanted to do it before, but back then, dictation was inaccurate, but that's
not the case now.
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